This area is covered in more detail on the Interpretative Trail Guide available at the Thompson Zoo.

**River's Edge**
A river that is four times larger than its original state.

**Westwood Dr.**

**Water Skiing**
One of the best in Western Canada.

**The River Turns**
The Burntwood takes a turn as it hits a wall of flat rock.

**Boreal Forest**
Jack pine & black spruce grow in northern harsh conditions.

**Norplex Pool**
Fun with water.

**The Land of Little Sticks**
Tiny bees by their best in harsh soil conditions.

**Thompson Zoo**
A unique little zoo that features northern species.

**City Hall**
Built for the Centennial City.

**Police**
City of Thompson

**Rocky Mountain Lake**
Mystery Lake Dr.

**MacLean Park**
A summer location for weddings & performances.

**Thompson Dr.**

**Miles Hart Bridge**
A bridge dedicated to an Aboriginal trapper.

**Seaplane Base**
Serving fly-in & out locations & remote communities.

**Granite Cliffs**
The rock that housed early prospectors.

**Rotary Outlook**
Imagine the largest lake in North America.

**Train Station**

**Lowrey Park**

**Viewpoint**
Overlooking Thompson.

**Heritage North Museum**
Unique displays of Thompson.

**Cliff Park**

**Bailey Bridge**
One section left over from another era.

**Southwood Park**

**Heritage Trail**
Millennium Trail

**Turn page over for description of Points of Interest.**

**LEGEND**
- Millennium Trail
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- Pay Telephone
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**CAUTION:** Any nature trail will have varying conditions based on weather and terrain. Use caution and common sense at all times. Users assume all risks.